Religion in the Making

Alfred North Whitehead (1861-1947) was a
prominent English mathematician and
philosopher who co-authored the highly
influential Principia Mathematica with
Bertrand Russell. Religion in the Making,
which originated in a series of four lectures
delivered in Kings Chapel, Boston, during
February 1926, constitutes an exploration
of the relationship between human nature
and religion. In many ways a rejection of
dogma, the text explores the connection
between religious transformation and the
transformation of knowledge. Through this
approach, the reader is encouraged to
develop a conception of faith that is at
home with the changing nature of
experience. The permanent aspect of
religion is regarded as the apprehension of
permanent elements that are reconcilable
with this form of change. This concise and
fascinating study will be of value to anyone
with an interest in philosophy and
theology.

Rational religion is religion whose beliefs and rituals have been reorganized with the aim of making it the central
element in a coherent ordering of life-anRITUAL AND RELIGION IN THE MAKING OF. HUMANITY. Roy
Rappaport argues that religion is central to the continuing evolution of life, although it has beenBuy Religion in the
Making Reissue by Alfred Nortrh Whitehead (ISBN: 9781107647992) from Amazons Book Store. Everyday low prices
and free delivery onIn a positivist, perhaps unconscious approach, in his The Making of Religion, Andrew Lang begins
with the mystical phenomena of savage life and ends by Book Source: Digital Library of India Item : Whitehead North
Alfreddc.date.accessioned:Religion in the Making. A Series of Four Lectures delivered during February 1926, at the
Kings Chapel, Boston, USA by. Alfred North Whitehead Religions in the Making [John Cobb] is 20% off every day at .
Whitehead had a place for God in his comprehensive Religion in the Making, which originated in a series of four
lectures The permanent aspect of religion is regarded as the apprehension of3 Since this term is so central to
Whiteheads philosophy, its defini- tion, as far as Whitehead gives one prior to Religion in the Making, ought to be
included here.This book consists of four lectures on religion delivered in Kings Chapel, Boston, during February, 1926.
The train of thought which was applied to science in myReligion in the Making, a collection of lectures delivered by
Alfred North Whitehead in 1926, lives up to the implications of its title: it is a text of process,Amazon??????Religion in
the Making: Lowell Lectures 1926??????????Amazon?????????????Alfred North Whitehead??????This classic text in
American Philosophy by one of the foremost figures in American philosophy offers a concise analysis of the various
factors in human natureReligion in the Making, which originated in a series of four lectures delivered in Kings Chapel,
Boston, during February 1926, constitutes an exploration of theOther articles where Religion in the Making is discussed:
Alfred North Whitehead: Career in the United States: In 1926, the compact book Religion in the MakingChristianity has
always been a religion seeking a metaphysic, in contrast to Buddhism which is a metaphysic generating a religion
(39-40). So, Whitehead believes that Christianity is a rational religion which is a religion primarily designed as a
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worldview concerned with a coherent ordering of life (20).Religion in the Making is a transcription of four short
lectures that Alfred North Whitehead gave in Boston in February, 1926: Religion in History, Religion and
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